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Protecting Power Plant Assets from the Elements 

Take a virtual tour of Industrial Structures custom enclosures at booth 3304 during POWERGEN International 

 

TULSA, Okla., November 11, 2019 – Industrial Structures will be showcasing its heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) 

enclosure solutions and other industrial enclosure solutions at booth 3304 at POWERGEN International 2019, being held at the 

Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, Nov. 19-21, 2019.  

Since its inception in 1987, Industrial Structures has been manufacturing industrial enclosure solutions, such as motor control 

centers and other equipment buildings. HRSG enclosures were added to its portfolio in 2000, and Industrial Structures has since 

designed and manufactured more than 70 HRSG enclosures at power plants across the United States and internationally.   

“Our HRSG enclosures are designed to protect one of the key components of a power plant, the HRSG steam drum,” says 

Industrial Structures president Jeff Simpson. “We use quality materials in our manufacturing process to ensure long-term, heavy-

duty performance of our enclosures in the harshest of operating 

conditions as they protect the instrumentation, controls, and 

other weather-sensitive systems needed to keep plants online.”  

 

Whether it’s for installation over existing equipment or as part of 

new plant construction, Industrial Structures’ team of design 

experts work closely with customers to design-build each 

HRSG enclosure to be site-specific meeting the specified needs 

and requirements. Once manufactured, the HRSG enclosures 

arrive on-site preassembled with all electrical, heating, and 

ventilation systems in place ready to be hoisted into position. 

Not only does this “plug & play” feature save on overall 

installation time, but it also aids in safety practices as the 

installation team is not assembling the structures at hazardous 

elevations.  

 

For more information about Industrial Structures and their HRSG & industrial enclosure solutions, visit Simpson and the team at 

booth 3304. 

About Industrial Structures 

Industrial Structures is a 32-year-old company based out of Tulsa, OK, specializing in the design, fabrication, and assembly of 

custom structures for a wide range of applications and industries. Primary product lines include maintenance-of-way crew 

boarding cars and other custom railcars and structures for railroads in North America and internationally, flight simulation 

training device structural components manufactured for world-leading suppliers of aviation training products, and heat recovery 

steam generator enclosures and other industrial enclosures manufactured for power generation plants and industrial 

applications across the world. Find more information about Industrial Structures at www.industrialstructuresinc.com.  
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An IP/LP HRSG steam drum enclosure ready for installation. 
Jeff Simpson / Industrial Structures 


